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Abstract
Splicing systems are generative devices of formal languages, introduced by Head in 1987 to model
biological phenomena on linear and circular DNA molecules. Via automata properties we show that
it is decidable whether a regular language L on a one-letter alphabet is generated by a ﬁnite (Paun)
circular splicing system: L has this property if and only if there is a unique ﬁnal state qn on the
closed path in the transition diagram of the minimal ﬁnite state automatonA recognizing L and qn
is idempotent (i.e., (qn, an)= qn). This result is obtained by an already known characterization of
the unary languages L generated by a ﬁnite (Paun) circular splicing system and, in turn, allows us to
simplify the description of the structure of L. This description is here extended to the larger class of
the uniform languages, i.e., the circularizations of languages with the formAJ =⋃j∈J Aj , J being a
subset of the setN of the nonnegative integers. Finally, we exhibit a regular circular language, namely
∼((A2)∗ ∪ (A3)∗), that cannot be generated by any ﬁnite circular splicing system.
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1. Introduction
In 1987, Head introduced a new operation on strings, called splicing, as a formal model
of certain cut and paste biochemical transformation processes of an initial collection of
DNA strands under the simultaneous inﬂuence of enzymes [13]. Two strands of DNA are
cut at speciﬁed substrings (sites) by restriction enzymes that recognize a pattern inside the
molecule and then the fragments are pasted by ligase enzymes. Since 1987, his basic idea
has been formalized in terms of generativemechanisms for formal languages called splicing
systems or, more recently, H systems. An H system is deﬁned by giving an initial language
I (initial set of DNA molecules) and a set of special words or rules R (enzymes). The set I
is then transformed by repeated applications of the splicing operation. DNA occurs in both
linear and circular forms and, correspondingly, there are three deﬁnitions of linear splicing
systems and three deﬁnitions of circular splicing systems, given by Head, Paun and Pixton
respectively. Our results deal with ﬁnite circular splicing systems, i.e., circular splicing
systems with both I and R ﬁnite sets.
Intensive studies on linear splicing systems and variants have been carried out, in a
formal language framework, aimed at proving the universality of splicing systems or clo-
sure properties of splicing languages generated under different restrictions on I and/or R
[15,18,19,21].
While there have been many publications on linear splicing, relatively few works on
circular splicing systems have been published. Head reviewed a previous work on splicing
systems and strengthened the signiﬁcance of studying circular splicing and mixed splicing
(both linear and circular words are allowed) [14]. Subsequently, in [24] the authors proposed
several splicing operations involving circular strings and showed some examples of regular
circular languages not generated by ﬁnite circular splicing systems. Later, Pixton proved
closure properties of circular splicing by using two different deﬁnitions of splicing [15,22].
In particular, Pixton proved that a regular circular language and a ﬁnite set of rules generate
a regular language if the set R of rules satisﬁes some additional hypotheses (R is reﬂexive
and symmetric) and self-splicing is also used [21].
In this paper,we continue the investigation initiated in [3,5],where partial results are given
about the computational power of ﬁnite (Paun) circular splicing systems, using results on
codes and formal languages given in [2,23]. We explicitly note that the Paun deﬁnition
of circular splicing used here is different from the original. Indeed, in order to make the
three deﬁnitions uniform, we do not make use of self-splicing nor do we use additional
hypotheses. Since it is well known that ﬁnite circular splicing does not generate only regular
circular languages, we focus our interest on which regular circular languages are generated
by circular splicing with both ﬁnite I and R, a problem which was directly approached in
[3,5] for the ﬁrst time.
In detail, in [5] the authors give a characterization of regular (circular) languages on a
one-letter alphabet generated by a ﬁnite Paun circular splicing system. In Section 4we prove
that it is decidable whether a regular language L on a one-letter alphabet {a} belongs to this
class. This result is obtained by a characterization of the minimal ﬁnite state automaton
A recognizing L. To be more precise, in the transition diagram of A, having the well-
known frying-pan shape, there is a unique ﬁnal state qn on the closed path in A and qn
is idempotent (i.e., (qn, an)= qn). In turn, this characterization ofA allows us to give a
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simpler description of the structure of these languages: a regular (circular) language L on a
one-letter alphabet {a} is generated by a ﬁnite Paun circular splicing system if and only if
eitherL is a ﬁnite set or there existp0, k0 ∈ N\{0}, such thatL=L1∪{ap0k′ |k′ ∈ N, k′k0},
where eitherL1=∅ orL1 is a ﬁnite set of words shorter than ap0k0 . Furthermore, in Section
5 we characterize those regular languages L the circularization of which is generated by a
ﬁnite Paun circular splicing system and with L=AJ =⋃j∈J Aj , J being a subset of the set
N of the nonnegative integers (see Section 2.2 for the deﬁnition of the circularization). This
result generalizes the analogous result, ﬁrst given in [5] andimproved here, when |A| = 1.
In Section 6 we consider the regular circular language ∼((A2)∗ ∪ (A3)∗) and we prove
that this language cannot be generated by ﬁnite Pixton circular splicing systems. The same
result for Paun systems can be found in [5]. This result shows that, even if self-splicing (or
other hypotheses) is not taken into account, the class of regular circular languages which
are generated by ﬁnite circular splicing systems is still a proper subset of the class of all
regular circular languages.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some basics on words, ﬁnite
automata and circular languages. All the necessary preliminary deﬁnitions on the circular
splicing operation are collected in Section 3. Sections 4–6 present developments on circular
splicing, answering some related questions. An extended abstract of the results contained
in this paper was presented at DLT02 [4].
2. Finite automata and circular words
2.1. Finite automata
We denote by A∗ the free monoid over a ﬁnite alphabet A and we set A+ = A∗\1,
where 1 is the empty word. For a word w ∈ A∗, |w| is the length of w and for every
a ∈ A, w ∈ A∗, we denote by |w|a the number of occurrences of a in w. We also set
alph(w) = {a ∈ A||w|a = 0}. For a subset X of A∗, |X| is the cardinality of X and, when
X ⊆ N, we denote by min X (resp. max X) the smallest (resp. greatest) element in X.
In the followingA= (A,Q, , q0, F )will be a ﬁnite state automaton, whereQ is a ﬁnite
set of states, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state and F ⊆ Q is the set of ﬁnal states. The transition
function  is deﬁned in the classical way [16,20].A is deterministic if, for each q ∈ Q,
a ∈ A, there exists at most one state q ′ ∈ Q such that (q, a) = q ′. In addition, A is
trim if each state is accessible and coaccessible, i.e., if for each state q ∈ Q there exist
x, y ∈ A∗ such that (q0, x) = q and (q, y) ∈ F . As usual, in the transition diagram of
a trim deterministic automatonA, each ﬁnal state will be indicated by a double circle and
the initial state will be indicated by an arrow without a label going into it.
Given a regular language L ⊆ A∗, it is well known that there exists a minimal ﬁnite state
automatonA recognizing it, i.e., such that L= L(A). This canonical automaton is deter-
mined uniquely up to a renaming of the states and (when wemake it trim) it has the minimal
number of states. It is related to the syntactic monoid of L and can be obtained by standard
construction algorithms. One of these algorithms uses the property reported in Proposition
2.1 (see [1,16]). Given a deterministic ﬁnite state automatonA= (A,Q, , q0, F ), for all
q ∈ Q, we denote Lq = {w ∈ A∗|(q,w) ∈ F }.
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Proposition 2.1. LetA = (A,Q, , q0, F ) be a trim deterministic ﬁnite state automaton
recognizing the regular language L= L(A). Then,A is minimal if and only if, for every
q, q ′ ∈ Q, we have Lq = Lq ′ .
2.2. Circular words
In order to present circular splicing, we need some deﬁnitions. We reiterate that circular
words have already been intensively examined in formal language theory (see [1,2,17,23]).
For a given word w ∈ A∗, a circular word ∼w is the equivalence class of w with respect
to the conjugacy relation ∼ deﬁned by xy ∼ yx, for x, y ∈ A∗ (see [17]). The notations
|∼w|, alph(∼w) will be deﬁned as |w|, alph(w) for any representative w of ∼w. When the
context does not make it ambiguous, we will use the notation w for a circular word ∼w.
Furthermore, ∼A∗ is the set of all circular words over A, i.e., the quotient ofA∗ with respect
to ∼. Given L ⊆ A∗, ∼L = {∼w|w ∈ L} is the circularization of L, i.e., the set of all
circular words corresponding to elements of L, while every language L such that ∼L= C,
for a given circular language C⊆∼A∗, is called a linearization of C. The full linearization
Lin(∼L) of ∼L is the set of all the strings in A∗ corresponding to the elements of ∼L, i.e.,
Lin(∼L)= {w′ ∈ A∗|∃w ∈ L : w′ ∼ w}.
Example 2.1. For w = bbaa, we have Lin(∼bbaa) = {bbaa, baab, aabb, abba}. Ev-
ery nonempty subset of Lin(∼bbaa) is a linearization of ∼bbaa. The circularization of
{bbaa, baab} is ∼bbaa.
Observe that circular splicing deals with circular strings and circular languages. As a
result, it also deals with formal languages which are full linearizations of circular languages
and in turn with languages which are closed under the conjugacy relation (see [5]). Then,
in Sections 4–6, we will consider languages closed under the conjugacy relation and the
action of circular splicing over their circularization.
We denote by Fin (resp. Reg) the class of ﬁnite (resp. regular) languages over A. Given
a family of languages FA in the Chomsky hierarchy, FA∼ is the set of all those circular
languages C which have some linearization in FA. In this paper we deal only with circular
languages having a regular linearization, i.e., withReg∼={C⊆∼A∗|∃L ∈ Reg:∼L=C}. It
is classically known that given a regular languageL ⊆ A∗, Lin(∼L) is regular (see Exercise
4.2.11 in [16] where Lin(∼L) is called CYCLE(L)). As a result, given a circular language
C, we have C ∈ Reg∼ if and only if its full linearization Lin(C) is regular.
3. Circular splicing
As in the linear case, Head, Paun and Pixton have each deﬁned the circular splicing
operation differently. In this paper, with the same approach as in [3], we will take into
account a restricted version of Paun’s deﬁnition, given in [15,22] and reported below. We
will also look at Pixton’s deﬁnition, given in [21] while we refer the reader to [15] for
Head’s deﬁnition of circular splicing.
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Paun’s deﬁnition. A Paun circular splicing system is a triple SCPA = (A, I, R), where A
is a ﬁnite alphabet, I is the initial circular language, with I⊆∼A∗ and R is the set of rules,
with R ⊆ A∗|A∗$A∗|A∗ and |, $ /∈A. Then, given a rule r = u1|u2$u3|u4 and two circular
words ∼u2hu1,∼u4ku3, the rule r cuts and linearizes the two circular strings, obtaining
u2hu1, u4ku3, pastes them and circularizes, obtaining ∼u2hu1u4ku3.
Pixton’s deﬁnition. A Pixton circular splicing system is a triple SCPI= (A, I, R)where A
is a ﬁnite alphabet, I⊆∼A∗ is the initial circular language, R ⊆ A∗ ×A∗ ×A∗ is the set of
rules. R is such that for each r = (, ′;) ∈ R there exists ′ such that r = (′, ;′) ∈ R.
Then, given two circular words∼,∼′′, the two rules r, r cut and linearize the two circular
strings, obtaining , ′′, then substitute, paste them and circularize, producing ∼′′.
Any pair of rules (r, r) of the given form may be used.
We must note that in the original deﬁnition of circular splicing language given by Paun
in [15], rules in R can be used in two different ways. One way has been described above
while the other, called self-splicing, will not be considered here. Furthermore, as we have
already said, additional hypotheses can be added to the deﬁnitions of circular splicing as in
[15], but they will not be taken into account here.
We now give the deﬁnition of circular splicing languages. For a given splicing system
SCX, withX ∈ {PA,P I }, we denote (w′, w′′)rw the fact that w is generated (or spliced)
by w′, w′′ by using a rule r. Furthermore, given a language C⊆∼A∗, we denote ′(C) =
{z∈∼A∗|∃w′, w′′ ∈ C, ∃r ∈ R : (w′, w′′)rz}. Then, we deﬁne 0(C) = C, i+1(C) =
i (C) ∪ ′(i (C)), i0, and ∗(C) = ⋃i0 i (C). We explicitly note that for Pixton
systems, the splicing operation is the combined action of a pair of rules (r, r¯) and so the
notation r,r¯ is adopted.
Deﬁnition 3.1. Given a splicing system SCX=(A, I, R), withX ∈ {PA,P I }, the circular
language C(SCX)= ∗(I ) is the language generated by SCX.
A circular language C is CX generated (or C is a circular splicing language) if a splicing
system SCX exists such that C = C(SCX).
The example below is a collection of results proved in [5].
Example 3.1. Let C=∼(aa)∗b. Then, C ∈ Reg∼ and we can prove that C cannot be
generated by a ﬁnite (Head or) Paun splicing system, whereas C is CPI generated by
SCPI= (A, I, R), withA={a, b}, I ={∼b,∼a2b,∼a4b}, R={(a2, a2b; a2), (a2b, a2; 1)}.
As another example, the circularization of the regular language L1 = {w ∈ A∗|∃h, k ∈ N :
|w|a=2k, |w|b=2h} is generated by the splicing system SCPA=(A, I, R), whenwe choose
I={∼aa,∼bb,∼abab}∪1 andR={aa|1$1|1, bb|1$1|1, ab|1$1|1}. Finally, letw=abc and
let Pref c(abc)= {a, ab, b, bc, c, ca}. Let cyclic(abc)=∼(abc)∗a∪∼(abc)∗ab∪∼(abc)∗
b∪∼(abc)∗bc∪∼(abc)∗c∪∼(abc)∗ca.We have that cyclic(abc) ∈ Reg∼ and cyclic(abc)
is generated by the circular splicing system SCPA = (A, I, R) deﬁned by
I = {∼((abc)tP ref c(abc))|0 t4}, R = Ra ∪ Rb ∪ Rc ∪ Rab ∪ Rbc ∪ Rca , where
Ra = wab|w$w|caw, Rb = wab|w$wb|cw, Rc = wca|w$w|bcw, Rab = wa|w$w|bw,
Rbc = wb|w$w|cw, Rca = wc|w$w|aw.
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Sections 4–6 are devoted to circular splicing and in these sections we deal only with
ﬁnite circular splicing systems, i.e., with both I, R ﬁnite sets. The corresponding class of
generated languages will be denoted CX(Fin,Fin), where X ∈ {PA,P I }. We recall that
in [3] the authors afﬁrmed that if C⊆∼A∗ is generated by a ﬁnite Head circular splicing
system then C is CPA generated and if C is generated by a ﬁnite Paun circular splicing
system then C is CPI generated. While a proof of the ﬁrst part of this statement (i.e., if C is
generated by a ﬁnite Head circular splicing system then C is CPA generated) can be found
in [5], the second part (i.e., if C is generated by a ﬁnite Paun circular splicing system then
C is CPI generated) remains as a conjecture.
In the next part of this paper, the statement “C isCX generated” means thatC is generated
by a ﬁnite circular splicing system SCX, X ∈ {PA,P I }.
4. A decision problem
As we have already said, our aim is to ﬁnd a characterization of Reg∼ ∩ CX(Fin,Fin),
X ∈ {PA,P I }. This characterization has been very recently given in [5] for Paun systems
with a one-letter alphabet. A decision problem naturally follows on from this result. Given
a language L, with L ⊆ a∗, is it decidable whether L is a CPA generated language? If no
hypothesis is made over L, the answer to this question is no in view of the Rice theorem [16].
On the contrary, the aim of this section is to prove the opposite when we restrict ourselves
to regular languages.
As already observed in the above-mentioned paper [5], each language L ⊆ a∗ is closed
under the conjugacy relation since we have ∼w= {w}, so L=∼L, and we can identify each
word (resp. language) with its circularization. So, the main result of this section is to prove
that the following question has a positive answer.
Problem 4.1. Given a regular language L, with L ⊆ a∗, is it decidable whether L is a
CPA generated language?
This section is organized as follows. In Section 4.1 we recall the characterization given in
[5] of theCPA generated languagesL ⊆ a∗ along with some elementary notions from group
theory (see also [7]). Given a regular language L ⊆ a∗, an instance of our Problem 4.1 will
be the minimal ﬁnite state automatonA recognizing it: results and deﬁnitions concerning
the well-known structures of L andA are collected in Section 4.2 (see also [6]). The main
result is proved in Section 4.3.
4.1. CPA generated languages L ⊆ a∗
LetN be the set of the nonnegative integers, let n ∈ N, n2 and consider the cyclic group
of order nwhich we realize, as usual, as the quotient group Zn of the integers modulo n (i.e.,
the group of the congruence classes modulo n). For subsets T1, T2 of N, T1 = T2 (mod n)
means that for each t1 ∈ T1 a unique t2 ∈ T2 exists with t1 ≡ t2 (mod n) and for each
t ′2 ∈ T2 a unique t ′1 ∈ T1 exists with t ′1 ≡ t ′2 (mod n). For a subset T of N, t ∈ N, we
set t + T = {t + t ′|t ′ ∈ T }. Thus, T is a periodic subset of Zn if t ∈ N exists with
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t + T = T (mod n), t /≡ 0 (mod n). In this case, t is a period of T. Looking at the known
structure of the subgroups of Zn, used in the next part of this section and reported in Lemma
4.1, we see that each subgroupG ofZn,G′ = {0}, is periodic. Nevertheless, periodic subsets
exist which are not subgroups. For instance, {0, 2, 4} and{1, 3, 5} are both periodic subsets
of Z6 but the former is a subgroup of Z6 whereas the latter is not a subgroup.
Lemma 4.1. G′ is a subgroup of Zn if and only if there exist p, r ∈ N such that n = pr
and G′ = {pk|k ∈ N, 0kr − 1}. As a result, for each t ∈ N, t ≡ 0 (modp), we have
G′ = t +G′ (mod n) and, if G′ = {0}, p is a period of G′.
In Proposition 4.1, stating the characterization given in [5], we denote Fact(L) = {w ∈
A∗|A∗wA∗ ∩L = ∅} the set of all the factors of the elements of L ⊆ A∗. Furthermore, for
a subset D of N, we set aD = {ad |d ∈ D}.
Proposition 4.1. A subsetL=∼L of a∗ isCPA generated if and only if eitherL is a ﬁnite set
or there exist a ﬁnite subsetL1 of a∗, positive integersp, r, n,withn=pr2 and a subgroup
G′ = {pk|k ∈ N, 0kr − 1} of Zn such that L=L1 ∪ (aG)+, whereG=G′ (mod n),
aG ∩ Fact(L1)= ∅ and n=min{m|m ∈ G}.
The following lemma will be used in the proof of Proposition 4.3.
Lemma 4.2. Let L be an inﬁnite regular CPA generated language with L ⊆ a∗. Then,
there exist positive integers p, r, n with n=pr2 such that for each positive integer g the
following conditions are satisﬁed:
(1) ag ∈ L, gn⇒ g ≡ 0 (modp)
(2) gn, g ≡ 0 (modp)⇒ ∃00 : ∀0 ag+n ∈ L
Proof. Let L be an inﬁnite regular CPA generated language with L ⊆ a∗. In view of
Proposition 4.1, there exists a ﬁnite subsetL1 of a∗, positive integersp, r, n, with n=pr2
and a subgroup G′ = {pk|k ∈ N, 0kr − 1} of Zn such that L = L1 ∪ (aG)+, where
G=G′ (mod n), aG ∩ Fact(L1)= ∅ and n=min{m|m ∈ G}.
(1) Let g be a positive integer such that ag ∈ L, with gn. Then, ag ∈ (aG)+, i.e., there
exists h ∈ N, xi ∈ G, 1 ih, such that g= x1+ · · ·+ xh. Since n ≡ 0 (modp), we have
xi ≡ 0 (modp), 1 ih and so g ≡ 0 (modp).
(2) Let g be a positive integer such that gn, g ≡ 0 (modp). Let ′, k′ ∈ N be such
that g = ′n + k′ with 0k′n − 1. Since n ≡ 0 (modp) and g ≡ 0 (modp), we have
k′ ∈ G′. Let 0 ∈ N be such that k′ + 0n ∈ G. Given that n ∈ G, for each 0, we have
ag+n ∈ (aG)+ ⊆ L. 
Remark 4.1. The star-heightof a regular expression is themaximumnumber of nested stars
in the expression (see [20] for the deﬁnitions). Then, the star-height of a regular language is
deﬁned as theminimal star-height of a regular expressiondenoting this language.Hashiguchi
proved that it is decidable whether a given regular language has star-height one [9–11]. As
a matter of fact, in [12] he gave an algorithm to compute the star-height of a given regular
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q5q4q3q2q1
a a a a a a a
a
aq0 q8q7q6 q9 q12q11q10
q13
Fig. 1. Automaton for L= {a3, a4} ∪ {a6, a14, a16}+.
a a a a a
q5q4
a a a aa a a
q0 q3q2q1 q6 q7 q8 q9 q10 q11 q12
a
a
a
a
a
a
q13 q14 q15
q16q17
Fig. 2. Another automaton for L= {a3, a4} ∪ {a6, a14, a16}+.
set (see [20] for a more detailed discussion on this topic). Looking at Proposition 4.1, we
see that for each inﬁnite CPA-generated language L, with L ⊆ a∗, L has star-height one.
Indeed, on the one hand, L1 + aG(aG)∗ is a regular expression denoting L and having
star-height one. On the other hand, the minimal star-height of a regular expression denoting
L is one, since it is known that a regular set has star-height zero if and only if it is ﬁnite
[20]. Nevertheless, L= (a2)∗ ∪ (a3)∗ is a regular language having star-height one but L is
not CPA generated [5].
4.2. Regular languages L ⊆ a∗
LetA= ({a},Q, , q0, F ) be a deterministic ﬁnite state automaton. We refer the reader
to [6] for the notations and results whichwill be used in the next part of this section. It is well
known that there exists ,0 andp′> 0 such thatQ={q0, q1, . . . , q,−1}∪{q,, . . . , q,+p′−1},
(qi, a)= qi+1, for 0 i max{0, ,+ p′ − 2}, and (q,+p′−1, a)= q,. The integers ,0
and p′> 0 are called the stem and the period of A. In other words, the transition graph
of A has a frying-pan shape: the path crossing the states q0, . . . , q, is the handle of the
pan, the closed path crossing the states q,, . . . , q,+p′−1 is the pan without the handle. The
following result can be easily proved [6].
Proposition 4.2. LetA= ({a},Q, , q0, F ) be a deterministic ﬁnite automaton with stem
, and period p′. Then, we have L(A)=L1 ∪L2(ap′)∗ with L1={ai |qi ∈ F, i < ,}, L2=
{ai |qi ∈ F, i,}.Consequently, ifL1 = ∅,L2 = ∅,we havemax{i|ai ∈ L1}<min{i|ai ∈
L2}.
As an example, consider the regular languageL={a3, a4}∪{a6, a14, a16}+={a3, a4, a6}∪
{a12+2k|k ∈ N}. L is a CPA generated language since L satisﬁes the conditions reported in
Proposition 4.1 with L1 = {a3, a4},G= {6, 14, 16} andG′ being the subgroup {0, 2, 4} of
Z6. Two deterministic ﬁnite state automata recognizing L are depicted in Figs. 1 and 2.
Let us take a look at the conditions reported in Proposition 4.3. We will prove that a
regular language L, with L ⊆ a∗ is a CPA generated language if and only if, given the
minimal automatonA recognizing L=L(A), there exists a uniquemwithm, such that
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qm is a ﬁnal state and qm is idempotent, i.e., qm satisﬁes the condition given in Deﬁnition
4.1 below. No conditions are given for the handle.
Deﬁnition 4.1. LetA= ({a},Q, , q0, F ) be a ﬁnite state automaton. A state qm ∈ Q is
idempotent if (qm, am)= qm.
For instance, the initial state q0 is always idempotent. The following result will be used
in the proof of Proposition 4.3.
Lemma 4.3. LetA = ({a},Q, , q0, F ) be a deterministic ﬁnite automaton with stem ,
and period p′. Let qm ∈ Q be an idempotent state with m,. Then, m ≡ 0 (modp′).
Proof. Let qm ∈ Qwithm,. Obviously, for all t, t ′ ∈ N, we have (qm, at )=(qm, at ′)
if and only if t ≡ t ′ (modp′). Consequently, if qm is also idempotent we have (qm, am)=
qm = (qm, 1) and m ≡ 0 (modp′). 
4.3. Main result
We now give the main result of this section. Observe that condition (1) in Proposition
4.3 allows us to decide whether a regular language L ⊆ a∗ is CPA generated. Furthermore,
condition (2) in the same Proposition 4.3 allows us to give a simpler description of the
structure of the regular CPA-generated languages on a one-letter alphabet.
Proposition 4.3. Let L be a regular language, with L ⊆ a∗. LetA = ({a},Q, , q0, F )
be the minimal ﬁnite state automaton recognizing L, let , be the stem ofA. The following
conditions are equivalent.
(1) Either qh /∈F , for all h,, or there exists a unique ﬁnal state qm with m, and qm is
idempotent.
(2) Either L is a ﬁnite set or there exists a ﬁnite subset L1 of a∗ and p0, k0 ∈ N\{0} such
that L= L1 ∪ {ap0k′ |k′ ∈ N, k′k0}, with either L1 = ∅ or max{|w||w ∈ L1}<p0k0.
(3) L is CPA generated.
Proof. (1)⇒ (2). In view of Proposition 4.2, if for allh,we have qh /∈F , thenL=L(A)
is a ﬁnite set and (2) holds. Otherwise, letp′ be the period ofA. By using Lemma 4.3, for the
unique ﬁnal state qm,m,, we havem ≡ 0 (modp′), i.e., k0 ∈ N exists such thatm=p′k0.
Ifm=0, in view of Proposition 4.2, we haveL=L(A)=(ap′)∗={1}∪{ap′k′ |k′ ∈ N, k′1}
and (2) is satisﬁed. Otherwise, k0> 0 and, by using once again Proposition 4.2, there exists
a ﬁnite set L1 such that L(A) = L1 ∪ ap′k0(ap′)∗ = L1 ∪ {ap′k′ |k′ ∈ N, k′k0}, i.e.,
condition (2) holds.
(2)⇒ (3). If L is a ﬁnite set then obviously L is CPA generated. Then, suppose that there
exists a ﬁnite subsetL1 of a∗ and p0, k0 ∈ N\{0} such thatL=L1∪{ap0k′ |k′ ∈ N, k′k0},
with either L1 = ∅ or max{|w||w ∈ L1}<p0k0. Let us prove that L is CPA generated by
SCPA = (A, I, R) where we set:
A= {a}, I=∼(L1 ∪ {ap0(k0+i)|0 ik0 − 1}), R = {ap0k0 |1$ap0k0 |1}.
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It is easy to see that C(SCPA)= ∗(I ) ⊆ L, by using induction on the minimal i such that
w ∈ i (I ). Indeed, I ⊆ L and no rule in R can be applied to circular words w′, w′′ with
w′∈∼L1 or w′′∈∼L1. Thus, let w ∈ i (I ) with i > 0. By deﬁnition, there exist w′, w′′ ∈
i−1(I ) such that, for r ∈ R, (w′, w′′)rw. By induction hypothesisw′ =ap0k′′ ,w′′ =ap0k′′
with k′k0, k′′k0 and w = ap0k′ap0k′′ ∈ L. Conversely, L1 ⊆ I ⊆ C(SCPA) and we
prove that L\L1 ⊆ C(SCPA) by using induction over k′ such that k′k0 and ap0k′ ∈L.
Let t, r be such that k′ = tk0 + r with 0rk0 − 1. We know that t1. If t = 1 then
ap0k
′ =ap0(k0+r) ∈ I ⊆ C(SCPA). Otherwise, we have k0(t−1)k0+r < k′: by induction
hypothesis, ap0((t−1)k0+r) = w′ ∈ C(SCPA), ap0k0 = w′′ ∈ I ⊆ C(SCPA) and, for r ∈ R,
(w′, w′′)rap0k
′
. Then, ap0k′ ∈ C(SCPA) and condition (3) is satisﬁed.
(3) ⇒ (1). Let L be a CPA generated language. If L is a ﬁnite language then obviously
condition (1) holds. Otherwise, for each deterministic ﬁnite state automatonA recognizing
L, we obviously have {s|s,, qs ∈ F } = ∅. Furthermore, let p, n be the positive integers
associated with L in Lemma 4.2 and let p′ be the period ofA. The proof that condition (1)
is satisﬁed will be split into the proofs of the following intermediate statements (a), (b) and
(c).
(a) We have p′ = tp with t > 0 and for each ﬁnal state qs with s, we have s = t ′p with
t ′0.
(b) If t = 1, condition (1) is satisﬁed;
(c) In the minimal automatonA recognizing L, we have t = 1.
(a) Let as ∈ Lwith s max{,, n}. In view of Proposition 4.2, we also have as+p′ ∈ Lwith
s + p′n. Then, by using condition (1) in Lemma 4.2, we have s ≡ 0 (modp), s + p′ ≡
0 (modp). Consequently, we have p′ ≡ 0 (modp) and so, since p′> 0, p′ = tp with t > 0.
Now, let qs be a ﬁnal state with s, and let k be a nonnegative integer such that s+kp′n.
By using Proposition 4.2 and condition (1) in Lemma 4.2, we have s + kp′ ≡ 0 (modp)
and so s = t ′p with t ′0.
(b) If t = 1, there are p states qs in Q with s,, namely q,, . . . , q,+p−1 and a unique
integer m exists such that m = t ′p, ,m, + p − 1. Thus, in view of (a) there exists a
unique ﬁnal state qm withm,. In addition, this ﬁnal state is idempotent since (qm, am)=
(qm, at
′p)= (qm, at ′p′)= qm.
(c)LetA be theminimal automaton recognizingL. By contradiction, suppose thatp′=tp
with t > 1. Thus, q,+ip ∈ Q, for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t − 1} and, in view of Proposition 2.1, we
have Lq, = Lq,+p . On the other hand, let i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t − 1} and let hi ∈ N be such that
ahi ∈ Lq,+ip , i.e., a,+ip+hi ∈ L. In view of (a), we have ,+ ip + hi ≡ 0 (modp) and so,
for g = , + ip + hi + p + n, we have g ≡ 0 (modp) and gn. By using condition (2)
in Lemma 4.2, there exists 0 such that for each 0, ag+n ∈ L: take  such that 0
and n + n ≡ 0 (modp′) (for instance, take  = (0 + 1)p′ − 1). Since , + ip + hi,,
by ag+n ∈ L and n+ n ≡ 0 (modp′) we get a,+(i+1)p+hi ∈ L, i.e., ahi ∈ Lq,+(i+1)p for
i ∈ {0, . . . , t − 2} and aht−1 ∈ Lq, . In conclusion, we have proved that Lq,+ip ⊆ Lq,+(i+1)p ,
for i ∈ {0, . . . , t − 2} and Lq,+(t−1)p ⊆ Lq, , i.e., Lq, =Lq,+p (=Lq,+ip , i ∈ {0, . . . , t − 1})
which is in contradiction with Lq, = Lq,+p . 
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a a a a a a a a a a a
a
a
q11q10q9q8q7q6
q12q5q4q3q2q1q0
Fig. 3. Automaton for L= {a3, a4} ∪ {a6, a14, a16}+.
a a a a a a
a
a a a
q5q4q3q2q1q0
q10
q9q8q7q6
a
Fig. 4. Automaton for L= {a3, a4} ∪ {a6, a14, a10}+ = {a3, a4, a6} ∪ {a10+2k |k ∈ N}.
For instance, automata in Figs. 3 and 4 are examples of minimal automata satisfying
condition (1) reported in the above proposition.
It is now clearly evident that we have the following result:
Proposition 4.4. Given a regular language L, with L ⊆ a∗, it is decidable whether L is a
CPA generated language.
Remark 4.2 shows how integers n (Proposition 4.1) and m (Proposition 4.3, condition
(1)) are related to each other.
Remark 4.2. Integers n (Proposition 4.1) andm (Proposition 4.3, condition (1)) are related
to each other. Indeed, suppose that L is an inﬁnite regular CPA generated language, with
L ⊆ a∗,L = a∗ andL = a+. Consider theminimal ﬁnite state automatonA recognizing L
and let qm be the idempotent state mentioned in the statement of Proposition 4.3. Then, as in
the proof that condition (1) in Proposition 4.3 implies condition (2) in the same proposition,
we can write L=L1 ∪ {ap′k′ |k′ ∈ N, k′k0} with p′, k0 ∈ N\{0}, and eitherm=p′k0> 0
orm= 0, k0= 1. Consequently, we can write L=L1 ∪ (aG)+, whereG=G′ (mod n), for
a subgroup G′ of Zn with either n= p′k0 =m2 or m= 0, n= p′k0 = p′.
The reader should make a comparison between the result given in Proposition 4.3 and the
known characterization of unary regular languages: a language L, with L ⊆ a∗, is regular
if and only if L is ultimately periodic, i.e., there exist h, g ∈ N, with h0 and g > 0, such
that for all m ∈ N, with mh, we have am ∈ L if and only if am+g ∈ L [6,8].
5. The case of uniform languages
As we saw in the previous section, it is decidable whether a regular language L ⊆ a∗ is
CPA generated bymeans of properties of the correspondingminimal automaton recognizing
L. In this section, we will see how the characterization given in Proposition 4.1 can be
easily extended to uniform languages L (Deﬁnition 5.1). We recall that the code Aj ={w ∈
A∗||w| = j} is known as a uniform code [1].
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Deﬁnition 5.1. A language L is a uniform language if there exists a subset J ofN such that
L=⋃j∈J Aj . We will also set L= AJ .
Note, that given j ∈ N, Lin(∼(Aj )) = Aj , i.e., we can identify Aj with its circular-
ization. Moreover, given L,L′ ⊆ A∗, ∼(L ∪ L′)=∼L ∪∼L′ (resp. ∼(L ∩ L′)=∼L∩∼L′).
Thus, we have that Lin(∼AJ ) = AJ and we can identify each language AJ with its
circularization.
Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 allow us to characterize all subsets J of N such that AJ ∈
Reg∼ ∩ CPA(Fin,Fin). Observe that circular splicing systems with an initial ﬁnite set and
an empty setR of rules generate only ﬁnite sets. This particular situation is of no signiﬁcance
for a characterization of Reg∼ ∩ CPA(Fin,Fin), so in the next part of this section we will
often suppose R = ∅.
Proposition 5.1. Let SCPA=(A, I, R) be a ﬁnite (Paun) circular splicing system such that
there exists J ⊆ N withC(SCPA)=AJ . Then,AJ =L1∪L2 whereL1=AJ \L2=AJ1 is a
ﬁnite subset ofAJ . Furthermore, either L2=∅ or there exists a positive integer n2 and a
subgroupG′ of Zn such that L=L1 ∪ (AG)+, whereG=G′ (mod n), AG ∩Fact(L1)=∅
and n=min{m|m ∈ G}.
Proof. As a preliminary observation, by looking at the deﬁnition of the circular splicing
operation, we see that for each circular splicing system SCPA = (A, I, R), for each r ∈ R,
if (w1, w2)rw then alph(w)= alph(w1) ∪ alph(w2).
Let a ∈ A and let us consider the ﬁnite circular splicing system SCaPA=({a}, I ∩a∗, Ra),
where Ra = R ∩ (a∗|a∗$a∗|a∗), i.e., r ∈ Ra if and only if r = w1|w2$w3|w4 ∈ R and
w1, w2, w3, w4 ∈ a∗.
We claim that C(SCaPA) = aJ . Let us ﬁrst prove that aJ ⊆ C(SCaPA). Observe that
aJ ⊆ AJ = C(SCPA) = ∗(I ). Then, for each j ∈ J , there exists i ∈ N such that
aj ∈ i (I ). Let i be minimal with respect to this condition and let us prove that aJ ⊆
C(SCaPA) by induction on i ∈ N. If i = 0, then aj ∈ 0(I ) ∩ a∗ = I ∩ a∗ and obvi-
ously aj ∈ C(SCaPA). Otherwise, by the minimality of i, there exist w1, w2 ∈ i−1(I ) ⊆
AJ , r ∈ R, such that (w1, w2)raj . As we have observed, alph(w1) ∪ alph(w2) = {a}
therefore w1, w2 ∈ aJ and, looking at the deﬁnition of the circular splicing operation,
r ∈ Ra . Furthermore, by induction hypothesis, w1, w2 ∈ C(SCaPA) and consequently
aj ∈ C(SCaPA). Vice versa, let us prove that C(SCaPA) =
⋃
i0
i (I ∩ a∗) ⊆ aJ , i.e.,
that for each w ∈ C(SCaPA) we have w ∈ aJ , by induction on the minimal i such that
w ∈ i (I ∩ a∗). Clearly, if i = 0, then w ∈ I ∩ a∗ and hence w ∈ AJ ∩ a∗ = aJ . Assume
now that i > 0. Then, there exist w1, w2 ∈ i−1(I ∩ a∗), r ∈ Ra , such that (w1, w2)rw.
By induction hypothesis, w1, w2 ∈ aJ , so w1, w2 ∈ AJ and w ∈ AJ since r ∈ R and
AJ = C(SCPA). Finally, w ∈ aJ since alph(w) = alph(w1) ∪ alph(w2) (see the above
observation).
As a result, by using Proposition 4.1, we have that either J is a ﬁnite set or J = J1 ∪G+
where J1 is a ﬁnite set, G = G′ (mod n) for a subgroup G′ of Zn, with n2, G+ is the
subsemigroup of the free monoid (N,+) generated byG and either J1=∅ or max J1<n=
min{m|m ∈ G}. 
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Proposition 5.2, stated in [5], is also needed in order to obtain a characterization of the
uniform languages having a CPA generated circularization.
Proposition 5.2. For all ﬁnite sets X, Y such that X∗ (resp. X+) and Y are closed under
the conjugacy relation, with X ∩ Fact(Y )=∅, we have that ∼(X∗ ∪ Y ) (resp. ∼(X+ ∪ Y ))
is generated by a ﬁnite circular (Paun) splicing system.
Proposition 5.3. Given J ⊆ N, a language L=AJ is CPA generated if and only if either J
is a ﬁnite set or there exists a ﬁnite subset L1 ofA∗, a positive integer n2 and a subgroup
G′ of Zn, such that L=L1∪L2, where L1=AJ \L2=AJ1 , L2= (AG)+,G=G′ (mod n),
AG ∩ Fact(L1)= ∅ and n=min{m|m ∈ G}.
Proof. In view of Propositions 5.1 and 5.2, the conclusion easily follows. 
Corollary 5.1 provides a simpler characterization of uniform languages with a CPA gen-
erated circularization.
Corollary 5.1. Given J ⊆ N, a language L = AJ is CPA generated if and only if there
exist ﬁnite subsets L1, AG of AJ such that L = L1 ∪ (AG)+. In addition, when AG = ∅
and L1 = ∅, we have max{|w||w ∈ L1}<min{|w||w ∈ AG}.
Proof. In view of Propositions 5.2 and 5.3, the conclusion easily follows. 
Let L = AJ be a CPA generated language. We end this section with a result concerning
the descriptional complexity of a circular splicing system which generates L (Proposition
5.4). Observe that here we are not able to exhibit a minimal circular splicing system as we
did for one-letter alphabets in [5]. However, starting with the minimal ﬁnite state automaton
recognizing L ∩ a∗, Proposition 5.4 (with its proof) and Remark 5.1 give an algorithm for
constructing a circular splicing system which generates L.
Proposition 5.4. Let J ⊆ N and let L=AJ be a CPA generated language, i.e., L= L1 ∪
(AG)+, where L1 is a ﬁnite subset of A∗ and either AG = ∅ or G = G′ (mod n) for a
positive integer n, n2, and a subgroup G′ of Zn. Furthermore, when AG = ∅, we have
AG ∩ Fact(L1)= ∅ and min{|w||w ∈ AG} = n. Then a splicing system SCPA = (A, I, R)
generating L exists with either R = ∅ or R containing at most |An| · |An| rules.
Proof. Let L = L1 ∪ (AG)+,where n2 exists such that, when AG = ∅, we have n =
min{|w||w ∈ AG}, L1 = {w ∈ L||w|<n}. If AG = ∅ then the circular splicing system
(A, I, R)whereR=∅ and I=L1 obviously generatesL=L1. Thus, suppose thatAG = ∅.
Consider the circular splicing system (A, I, R) where I =L1 ∪AG and R = {i |1$1|j :
i , j ∈ An}. Obviously, I andR are ﬁnite sets and I ⊆ AJ . Let us prove thatAJ=C(SCPA).
We show that AJ ⊆ C(SCPA). Obviously, I ⊆ C(SCPA) and, for each w ∈ AJ \I , we
prove thatw ∈ C(SCPA) by using induction on |w|. Sincew ∈ AJ \I , thenw ∈ (AG)+\AG
which in turn impliesw=w1w2 withw1 ∈ (AG)+,w2 ∈ (AG)+,w1 = 1,w2 = 1 (indeed
n=min{|w||w ∈ AG}2). Furthermore, w1 ∈ (AG)+ implies |w1|n and, analogously,
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w2 ∈ (AG)+ implies |w2|n, i.e. n |w1|< |w|, n |w2|< |w|. By using the induction
hypothesis, w1, w2 ∈ C(SCPA). Furthermore, there exist i , j ∈ An such that w1 = x1i ,
w2 = j x2. So, the rule i |1$1|j is in R and may be applied to w1, w2. Thus, by using the
splicing operation we have ∼w=∼w1w2 ∈ C(SCPA).
We now prove that C(SCPA) = ⋃i0i (I ) ⊆ AJ (by a slight modiﬁcation of the
argument contained in the proof of Proposition 4.1 in [5]). Let w ∈ C(SCPA), we prove
that w ∈ AJ by using induction on the minimal i such that w ∈ i (I ). If i = 0, we
obviously have w ∈ I ⊆ AJ . Otherwise, i > 0 and there exist w1, w2 ∈ i−1(I ) and
r ∈ R such that (w1, w2)rw. Let w1 ∈ Anh1+j1 , w2 ∈ Anh2+j2 with h1, h2 ∈ N and
j1, j2 ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}. Then, h11, h21 (otherwise rules in R cannot be applied). By
using the induction hypothesis,w1, w2 ∈ AJ . Thenw1, w2 ∈ (AG)+ (since h1, h21) and
thus ∼w∈∼{w′1w′2|w′1 ∼ w1, w′2 ∼ w2}⊆∼(AG)+, since (AG)+ is a submonoid which is
closed under conjugation. 
Remark 5.1. Let L be a uniform language which is not a ﬁnite set and which is CPA
generated. Starting with the minimal ﬁnite state automaton recognizing L ∩ a∗, we can
calculate a positive integer nb such that a splicing system SCPA = (A, I, R) generating L
exists with R containing at most |Anb | · |Anb | rules. Indeed, if L = A∗ (resp. L = A+),
the circular splicing system (A, I, R), where I = A ∪ 1 (resp. I = A) and R = {1|1$1|1},
generates L. Otherwise, let n be the integer mentioned in Proposition 5.4 and let m be the
integer such that qm is the idempotent state mentioned in the statement of Proposition 4.3.
Then, in view of Remark 4.2 and Proposition 5.4, the claim is provedwhenwe set nb=n=m
if m> 0, nb = n= p′ if m= 0.
Example 5.1. Let L= {A3, A4} ∪ {A6, A14, A16}+. Then L is a uniform language which
isCPA generated since L satisﬁes the hypothesis contained in Proposition 5.3 with n=6.Ac-
cording toProposition5.4,L=C(SCPA),whereSCPA=(A, I, R), I={A3, A4, A6, A14, A16}
and R = {i |1$1|j : i , j ∈ A6}.
6. A circular regular language which is not Pixton generated
In this section we will consider the regular circular language ∼((A2)∗ ∪ (A3)∗) and we
prove that this language cannot be generated by ﬁnite Pixton circular splicing systems. The
same result for Paun systems canbe found in [5].This result shows thatReg∼CPI(Fin,Fin).
As a matter of fact, we already know that regular circular languages exist which are not gen-
erated by ﬁnite circular splicing systems, provided that additional hypotheses are considered
in the deﬁnition of the splicing operation [21,24].
We ﬁrst observe that ∼(An)∗ is a regular circular language, since its full linearization
Lin(∼(An)∗)= (An)∗ is regular. Furthermore, as observed in the previous section, we have
that Lin(∼((A2)∗ ∪(A3)∗))=(A2)∗ ∪(A3)∗, and ∼((A2)∗ ∪(A3)∗) is also a regular circular
language.
Proposition 6.1. For every ﬁnite circular splicing systemSCPI,wehave∼((A2)∗∪(A3)∗) =
C(SCPI).
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Proof. Bycontradiction, suppose that there existsSCPI=(A, I, R) such that∼L=∼((A2)∗∪
(A3)∗) = C(SCPI). Since ∼L is not a ﬁnite set, we have R = ∅. Furthermore, by deﬁni-
tion, for each r = (, ′;) ∈ R there exists ′ such that r = (′, ;′) ∈ R. Then, for
(, ′;), (′, ;′) ∈ R,let t ∈ Z be such that t = || + |′| − || − |′|.
By using the deﬁnition of the splicing operation, for allw′, w′′ withw′=∼,w′′=∼′′,
w′, w′′∈∼L, we must have that w=∼′′∈∼L = C(SCPI), i.e., either |w| = |′′| =
|w′w′′| + t ≡ 0 (mod 2), or |w| = |′′| = |w′w′′| + t ≡ 0 (mod 3).
On the contrary, we will end the proof by showing Claim 1 that follows:
Claim 1. ∀t ∈ Z ∃w′, w′′∈∼L,w′=∼, w′′=∼′′ : |w′w′′| + t /≡ 0 (mod 2), |w′w′′| +
t /≡ 0 (mod 3).
In the proof of Claim 1, k will be a positive integer such that k max{||, |′|} and we
will distinguish four cases, depending on t. Furthermore, looking at the deﬁnition of L, the
following statement clearly holds and will be used: for each t ′ ∈ N, with t ′ max{||, |′|}
and t ′ ≡ 0 (mod 2) or t ′ ≡ 0 (mod 3), there exists w′∈∼L such that |w′| = t ′ and w′=∼
(resp. w′=∼′′).
(1) Let t be an even number such that t ≡ 0 (mod 3). Then, there existw′, w′′ with |w′|=2k ,
|w′′| = 3k , w′, w′′∈∼L,w′=∼, w′′=∼′′ and |w′w′′| + t = 2k + 3k + t /≡ 0 (mod 2),
|w′w′′| + t = 2k + 3k + t /≡ 0 (mod 3).
(2) Let t be an even number such that t /≡ 0 (mod 3). Then, there existw′, w′′ with |w′|=6k,
|w′′|=3k ,w′, w′′∈∼L,w′=∼,w′′=∼′′ and |w′w′′|+ t=6k+3k+ t /≡ 0 (mod 2),
|w′w′′| + t = 6k + 3k + t /≡ 0 (mod 3).
(3) Let t be an odd number such that t ≡ 0 (mod 3). Then, there existw′, w′′ with |w′|=2k ,
|w′′| = 2k , w′, w′′∈∼L, w′=∼, w′′=∼′′ and |w′w′′| + t = 2(k+1) + t /≡ 0 (mod 2),
|w′w′′| + t = 2(k+1) + t /≡ 0 (mod 3).
(4) Let t be an odd number such that t /≡ 0 (mod 3). Then, there exist w′, w′′ with |w′| =
3k = |w′′|, w′, w′′∈∼L, w′=∼, w′′=∼′′ and |w′w′′| + t = 6k + t /≡ 0 (mod 2),
|w′w′′| + t = 6k + t /≡ 0 (mod 3).
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